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Comparison of auscultatory and oscillometric BP measurements in children with obesity and their effect on the diagnosis of arterial hypertension
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Abstract
Objective: The level of agreement between two blood pressure (BP) reading methods, auscultatory vs oscillometric, was examined using a mercury sphygmomanometer and an electronic device in children and adolescents with different levels of obesity. The readings were compared to determine their impact on the diagnosis of pre-hypertension/hypertension.
Methods: Blood pressure readings were taken in children with obesity (body mass index ≥95th percentile) and severe obesity (>120% 95th percentile). Bland–Altman analysis and Intra-class Correlation Coefficient were used to determine the agreement between measurements.
Results: The mercury sphygmomanometer readings were lower than those obtained with the electronic device for both systolic and diastolic BP (P=.01 and P=.001, respectively). The mean systolic and diastolic BP differences between the oscillometric vs first mercury reading were 4.2/10.2 mm Hg, respectively. A large difference was observed between the BP measurement methods. The ICC showed regular to moderate reliability for the systolic BP (.959), but poor for the diastolic BP (.330). Screening using the first of three mercury measurements showed that 10.4% of the children and adolescents had BPs within the pre-hypertension/hypertension range. This was reduced to 5.2% when the mean of three mercury readings was used.
Conclusions: Large discrepancies were observed in both the systolic and diastolic BP. These differences are not clinically acceptable as to consider the two instruments interchangeable. The
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Introduction

Both arterial hypertension (AH) and obesity are major public health problems in Mexico. Obesity is steadily increasing in the general population, and in children and adolescents, with a prevalence close to 17%. The 2012 National Health and Nutrition Survey in Mexico showed a similar prevalence of obesity, in both children between 5 and 11 years (14.6%) and adolescents 12–19 years old (13.3%). In developed and developing nations the prevalence of severe childhood obesity is also increasing, with reported values ranging from 1% to almost 8%. There is also evidence that both obesity and high blood pressure (BP) levels in children can persist into adulthood. The probability of developing AH can increase three-fold with severe childhood obesity, reaching a prevalence up to 20%, making this group highly susceptible to future cardiovascular damage.

With this in mind, different international organisms recommend early AH detection with BP screening starting at three years of age. However, this relatively simple and economical procedure is not done often enough by many general practitioners and pediatricians. Also, taking correct BP levels requires the right measurement technique, along with two other critical components; the type of sphygmomanometer and a cuff corresponding to the arm circumference.

Mercury sphygmomanometers are disappearing from the clinical setting, and replaced by oscillometric monitors for routine BP measurements. The growing prevalence of childhood overweight and obesity has caused larger arm circumferences, and thus the need for proper sized cuffs to obtain an accurate BP reading. Unfortunately, the cuff-size selection is very limited when dealing with electronic BP devices.

Our main objective was to compare auscultatory technique BP readings using a mercury sphygmomanometer vs oscillometric device BP readings, and evaluate the effect of these measurements on the diagnosis of pre-hypertension/hypertension in study subjects visiting an obesity clinic. We also wanted to determine the requirements for different cuff sizes used in BP readings.

Methodology

This cross-sectional study included children and adolescents of both genders with obesity, defined as body mass index (BMI) ≥ 95th percentile, or with severe obesity, defined as BMI ≥ 120% of the age and sex specific 95th percentile, and seen
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at the outpatient pediatric obesity clinic of the New Civil Hospital of GuadalaJara, Mexico. The parents gave written informed consent for their children to participate. The study was approved by the hospital bioethics committee. Before taking BP readings, both subjects and their parents were asked if their BP had been taken on a previous occasion, and if they had been ever diagnosed with AH. Information such as age, weight, height, BMI and mid-arm circumferences of both upper limbs was also captured. Blood pressure readings were done following international recommendations.12,13,16

**Blood pressure measurement**

After at least five minutes rest while sitting down, the procedure was explained to each child. They were asked not to speak during the readings. The measurements were done by an observer trained in the technique, from 9 to 11 am and at a room temperature of 24–26°C. The BP was first taken automatically, using two calibrated electronic sphygmomanometers (Omrion HEM 725 CIC, OMRON Healthcare, Kyoto, Japan) handled simultaneously by said observer. Next, a mercury sphygmomanometer (Tycos® Ins., North Carolina, USA) was used for the auscultatory technique BP readings, handled by a different observer. With both types of apparatus, the subject was seated, their arms were uncovered to the shoulder, the back was supported and the legs were uncrossed and supported by a flat surface. A cuff appropriate for the arm circumference was used, centered over the brachial artery, covering 40 and 80% of the arm width and length, respectively.12 Both devices were placed on the desk at the level of the 4th intercostal space. The BP was measured only once in both arms with the electronic devices. Another three consecutive readings were taken, this time using the mercury sphygmomanometer, with a one minute interval between each measurement, using the arm with the highest BP detected with the automatic devices. Air was let out at a speed of 2 mm Hg per heartbeat. The first of two identified continuous beats was registered as the systolic pressure (Korotkoff Phase I), and the disappearance of the last beat as the diastolic pressure (Korotkoff Phase V).

**Diagnosis of the BP level**

Diagnosis of the BP level was done using the criteria of the Hypertension Working Force for Children and Adolescents of the National High Blood Pressure Education Program and the American Academy of Pediatrics.12 Blood pressure was considered normal when the systolic and diastolic BP were below the 90th percentile for age, gender and stature, and AH was defined if the systolic and/or diastolic BP was above the 95th percentile. Systolic and/or diastolic BP that were ≥ 90th percentile but <95th percentile, or ≥ 120/80 mm Hg, even if below the 90th percentile, were considered to be pre-hypertension (pre-AH).

**Statistical method**

Both descriptive and analytic statistics were used. The continuous variables are shown as average, standard deviation and confidence intervals, and the categoricals as absolute values and percentages. The differences in systolic and diastolic BP when using the electronic device and the mercury sphygmomanometer were evaluated separately. These differences were calculated as oscillometric minus mercury device. Also, the BP reading agreement between the two devices was evaluated with an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the Bland–Altman method. A scatter plot was created containing the differences (electronic–mercury) between the two devices, and the corresponding averages [(electronic+ mercury/2)] were compared. The range of agreement was defined as the mean bias ± 2 standard deviations. A Chi² test was used to determine if the proportion of pre-hypertension/hypertension diagnosis was equal with both devices. The significance level was p equal or less than 0.05.

**Results**

A total of 77 children and adolescents with obesity were included in the study. The average age was 10.8 ± 2.9 years (5–17 years), 70% were masculine, and the mean waist circumference was 93.1 ± 14 cm (Table 1). All of the study subjects and/or their parents denied a previous diagnosis of AH. The systolic and diastolic BP levels were higher when measured with the electronic device, 107.8 ± 14.5/71.4 ± 15.8 mm Hg, when compared to the first reading obtained with the mercury sphygmomanometer, 104.0 ± 9.6/61.1 ± 9.5 mm Hg (p = 0.006 and 0.001, respectively Table 2). The second mercury sphygmomanometer systolic BP reading was lower than the first (p = 0.01), but no significant difference was observed between the second and third systolic BP measurements, nor between all three diastolic BP readings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Demographic characteristics of the 77 study subjects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>10.8 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female (%)</td>
<td>70/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index 95th percentile (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index 120% 95th percentile (%)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-arm circumference (cm)</td>
<td>31.1 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured arm (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>104.0 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>61.1 ± 9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Blood pressure with electronic device and mercury sphygmomanometer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device BP</td>
<td>Systolic BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillometric</td>
<td>107.8 ± 14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury 1</td>
<td>104.0 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury 2</td>
<td>102.0 ± 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury 3</td>
<td>102.0 ± 10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of 3</td>
<td>102.5 ± 9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 vs 2 vs 3 p < 0.01 (4 vs 5) < 0.001.
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The average of the differences between the electronic device vs the first mercury reading for the systolic/diastolic BP was 4.2/10.2 mm Hg, and vs the average of the three mercury readings it was 5.2/10.0 mm Hg, respectively. The Bland–Altman plots of the differences along with the ample agreement limits (first mercury reading; systolic BP 29/-21 and diastolic BP 31/-19 mm Hg, average of the three mercury readings; systolic BP 31/-20 and diastolic BP 41/-18 mm Hg) reflect the large variation in these differences with a tendency to be higher at the cutoff points of >80 y >115 mm Hg for the systolic and diastolic BP, respectively (Figs. 1 and 2, Panels A and B).
When evaluating the agreement with the ICC, a regular to moderate reliability of 0.595 (0.362 to 0.743) was observed for the systolic BP, and a poor 0.330 (-0.032 to 0.569) for the diastolic BP.

Depending on the measurement method used, an important overestimation is present for the diagnosis of systolic and diastolic AH (BP ≥ 95th percentile) with the electronic device (Table 3). This is significant when the automatic measurements (37.7%) are compared with the first mercury measurement or the average of the three mercury readings, 7.8% and 5.2% (p<0.001), respectively. The same finding was observed for the diagnosis of systolic and diastolic pre-AH (≥90 -95th percentile), 11.6% with the automatic device vs 6.4% and 5.2% (p=NS) with mercury, the first measurement or average of the three readings, respectively.

Figure 2  Magnitude of difference in average systolic (panel A) and diastolic (panel B) blood pressure readings by the oscillometric and auscultatory methods plotted against the means of diastolic blood pressure readings with the 2 methods. Two broken horizontal lines represent the 95% confidence intervals for the mean difference. The solid horizontal lines represent the mean difference.
Despite the fact that 100% of the subjects had been seen on multiple occasions by the general or pediatric practices, 61% denied having their BP taken before this study, 36% had one previous reading, and only 3% mentioned more than one measurement during previous consultations. Four different sized cuffs were used during the study; infant size (7 cm wide) in 1.3% of the subjects, child/small-adult (10 cm) in 10.4%, adult/standard (12 cm) in 66.2% and large adult (15 cm) in 22.1%.

**Discussion**

Body Mass Index and BP are closely related; the ever-increasing level of childhood and adolescent obesity has caused higher BP values in these populations.\(^{18}\) Besides detecting subjects with hypertension who may need therapeutic intervention, the objective of pediatric BP readings is to identify those children or adolescents susceptible to developing AH later in life.\(^{19,20}\) In our population of severely obese children and adolescents who did not know their AH status, we detected that around 10% had high BP, half of these in the hypertensive range, a higher prevalence than in non-obese children. We also found that systolic and diastolic BP readings obtained with the electronic device were significantly higher (4.2/10.2 mm Hg) than those obtained with a rigorous auscultatory technique done with mercury, this based on one measurement with each apparatus. The confidence intervals obtained with the Bland–Altman method were quite ample, indicating that the values obtained with the electronic device for the systolic and diastolic BP were extremely variable. Such differences are not clinically acceptable to consider the two instruments as interchangeable.

As recommended by international guidelines, in our hypertension clinic we routinely measure BP in both arms, as up to 20% of adults have differences >10 mm Hg.\(^{16,21}\) Literature exists that also reports these same discrepancies in young subjects.\(^{22,23}\) The decision to use the automatic measurement for arm choice was based the difficulty of doing simultaneous readings with two mercury sphygmomanometers. On the other hand, we thought it useful to imitate common clinical practice where only a single electronic device BP reading is registered. Potentially toxic mercury sphygmomanometers have almost completely disappeared from the clinical setting, replaced by easily handled and readily available electronic devices.\(^{24}\) However, we must point out that the reference values for children and adolescents were obtained using the auscultatory method with mercury, and that the values obtained from electronic devices are considerably higher.\(^{12,25,26}\) Studies much larger than ours have reported similar findings. Park and collaborators, in their study done with 7208 children and adolescents in a pediatric hospital, measured BP with mercury sphygmomanometers and compared the readings with those obtained with an oscillometric device (Dinamap model 8100) in two different measurement sequences. When using the automatic monitor, the systolic and diastolic BP were an average of 10 and 5 mm Hg higher, respectively. Contrary to our study, this author found a higher systolic BP.\(^{26}\) These differences are partly due to the fact that automatic devices do not directly measure the systolic and diastolic BP. Both values are calculated through algorithms specific to each device and are based on the presumed relation between oscillations (oscillometric technique).

For this reason, in cases where oscillations are less than normal, something common in children, there is in increase in the probability of erroneous readings.\(^{11}\) We need to emphasize the impact of the measurements obtained from our patients on their BP level classification. We found an important overestimation in the diagnosis of pre-AH/AH with the automatic device. With this type monitor, 37.7% of the children had BP values >95th percentile, but with the one mercury measurement there was an impressive reduction to 7.8%, and this again lowered to 5.2% when the average of the three mercury readings was used. In the case of pre-AH, we detected a prevalence of 11.6%, 6.4% and 5.2%, respectively. These findings reinforce the need to measure BP several times before diagnosing hypertension in children and adolescents.

When analyzing the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) from 2005 to 2008, in a sample of 1725 adolescents 13–18 years old with normal weight, overweight and obesity, a BP level reclassification was found in 9% of the individuals with repeated BP measurements. In 6.2% the classification was reduced, and obesity was an important predictive factor for this change in classification.\(^{27}\) With the existing evidence that obesity and high BP in children and adolescents tends to persist into adulthood, screening should be obligatory from an early age for both situations in today’s clinical practice.

There is a definite need for measurement studies with automatic devices in children and adolescents to establish normal limits. Until then, to more accurately identify the BP levels in this population, mercury readings should.

---

**Table 3** Reclassification of subjects with BP in normal, prehypertension and hypertension ranges using automatic measurement vs mercury.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Electronic device</th>
<th>1st mercury reading</th>
<th>Average of 3 mercury readings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>59 (76.6%)</td>
<td>70 (91%)</td>
<td>72 (93.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prehypertension</td>
<td>5 (6.5%)</td>
<td>4 (5.1%)</td>
<td>3 (3.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>13 (16.9%)</td>
<td>3 (3.9%)</td>
<td>2 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diastolic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>57 (74%)</td>
<td>3 (94.8%)</td>
<td>74 (96.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prehypertension</td>
<td>4 (5.1%)</td>
<td>1 (1.3%)</td>
<td>1 (1.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>16 (20.8%)</td>
<td>3 (3.9%)</td>
<td>2 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not be substituted with automatic device readings. On the other hand, despite the generalized use of oscillometric BP devices, only a few have been validated for clinical use in children. These can be consulted at http://www.dableducational.org/1.

In this study we found that BP readings in children and adolescents with obesity are not done with sufficient due diligence, despite the fact that they are a population vulnerable for the development of AH and cardiovascular damage; slightly over 10% of our subjects had BP values in the pre-hypertension/hypertension range. Only 3% recognized having their BP taken on a regular basis, and a third had only at least one previous reading. Other recent studies have also found a low screening rate for hypertension in the pediatric population. Information derived from a representative sample of the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey and National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey 2000–2009 in the United States showed that only 35% of the ambulatory pediatric visits and two-thirds of the children attended by preventative medicine services were screened for hypertension. However, this percentage improved in children and adolescents with obesity, increasing to 84%. The authors of this publication find it worrying that one in five of these children did not have their BP taken. The fact that only 39% of our study group with obesity recognized having at least one previous BP measurement is not even close to following international recommendations. A more recent study in hospitalized children screened for BP, of whom only 20% had obesity, showed that almost 55% of these subjects had never had their BP taken before. Also, those children with obesity and a family history of hypertension had a higher frequency of AH. Although not common, there are indications of better compliance with AH screening guidelines, such as the study done by Parker and collaborators in two United States localities, where more than 103,000 electronic registries of children and adolescents were analyzed. The BP screening rate by family practitioners and pediatricians was 87% and 73%, respectively.

Since BP measurement, using the auscultatory method should include the use of a cuff that covers 80% of the arm, different sizes do exist according to the requirements of each individual. In children and adolescents, just like in adults, it has been demonstrated that to use of a too-small or too-large cuff can cause an over- or underestimation of BP, respectively. A recent study in children and adolescents to determine the effect of the cuff size on BP readings showed an overestimation in the systolic BP when a cuff smaller than appropriate for the arm circumference was used.

Taking a BP reading when faced with childhood obesity can be particularly challenging, due to the lack of validated BP monitors and of a proper selection of different-sized cuffs that fit continually growing arm circumferences. The higher prevalence of obesity in children and adolescents in our country and in many other regions of the world is the principal cause of the increase in arm circumferences. Results obtained from the NHANES 2007–2010 in the United States showed that, for the 9–11 and the 12–15 years old groups, 24% and 53% of the boys, and 22% and 48% of the girls need an adult- or large adult-sized cuff, respectively. In our population of children with obesity, 66% required a standard adult cuff and 22% a large adult cuff. It is common to label BP cuffs according to the population it is most adequate for, usually defined by the age group where they are used, such as infant or pediatric, child, thin adult, standard adult, etc. However, given the recent panorama of thicker arms in all age groups, this type terminology should be eliminated. In this study, we practically did not use cuffs labeled “child-size”. As other authors have mentioned, maybe this is the moment to revise and change cuff-size names to create more a uniform criteria, identifying them only with the circumference range where they should be used. Also, the current epidemiological obesity problem should make health care equipment manufacturers more conscience of the need to offer a larger variety of cuff sizes for general practice, pediatric and specialist settings in order to avoid erroneous decisions in the diagnosis and follow-up of AH caused by the use of a wrong-sized cuff.

Although there is a possibility of bias in our study by first using an oscillometric monitor to measure BP, Park and collaborators detected, independently of which type reading was done first, higher BP with an electronic device when compared to mercury. Another potential bias was obtaining only one automatic reading instead of several readings, as this could have influenced the higher BP average with this device. However, since typically only one electronic measurement is done during office visits, doing the same could give us a better idea of the size of the error obtained with this oscillometric measurement present in daily clinical practice.

Conclusions

High BP is frequently found in children with obesity, and the more severe the obesity, the higher the AH prevalence. Although BP screening is recommended from three years on, this cheap and relatively simple procedure was often not done, despite the fact that the study population was more vulnerable for cardiovascular damage. Even more, when readings are taken there is a possibility of bias when using an oscillometric device instead of a mercury-based one, evidenced by the differences in BP found when both methods are compared. Both readings are not interchangeable. The importance of BP screening in routine visits following international recommendations acquires even more transcendence when facing the current world-wide obesity epidemic, forcing medical health care providers to provide adequate monitors and cuffs for correct readings. Finally, BP should be measured several times during a medical visit for a more exact determination of BP levels, as many children with initial high BP show normal BP with repeated measurements, even during a short time frame.
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